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Function

Mechanical

The NW2594 scoreboard is for outdoor use and designed for
CRICKET.

The aluminium framed control console is designed to be very
user friendly, both in design and when used during a cricket
match.

The scoreboard is build with weatherproof lightweight
aluminium frame and back plate, both treated with powder
enameling. The special LED digits which spreads the light 70
degrees horizontally and 30 degrees vertically are mounted
behind a non-reflecting front, which makes it easy for
spectators to see the results from any position even in direct
sunlight. The scoreboard is very robust as the front is strong
enough to resist shots from hitting balls.

Up to 9 scoreboards can be operated from one control panel.
Four-sided scoreboards are also delivered on request, and in
most cases custom requirements can be accommodated.

The scoreboard is easy to install, mounting brackets are
supplied with every system.

Every scoreboard produced by Nautronic a/s is a high quality
product and has gone through rigorous testing before leaving
the factory and being shipped off to its destination anywhere in
the world.
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results

bat number

controller

digit size

readable, rec. / max

power supply

weight

dim. h x w x d

000 - 999

00 - 99

25 cm LED digits

110 m / 150 m

70 kg

135 x 300 x 10 cm

yes

230 VAC

overs

innings

00 - 99

000 - 999

230V
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50/60 Hz

230V~

5 m

PUSHPUSH

Wallconnector

Controlpanel

WKTS 0 - 9
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Data cable
2x2 x0,6mm2
twisted and shielded
max 300 m

wireless optional


